
Straight Talking. Curved Thinking.

Writing these monthly reports post Covid induces a strong 
sense of déjà vu. Market participants spent another month 
agonizing over weak current economic data, varying Covid 
infection rates and lockdown policies, all in the vain hope of 
forecasting the trajectory of consumer spending, business 
health, and also government finances. Further progress was 
made in developing and testing a Covid vaccine The US Fed 
announced the long awaited details of revisions to their 
longer run goals and monetary policy strategy. The main 
(widely expected) change was the announcement of average 
inflation targeting, whereby if there’s a period when inflation 
undershoots the target (such as in recent years), policymakers 
can then aim for inflation to overshoot the target for a period 
afterwards. Together with a tweak to the way they view their 
employment objective (implying that low unemployment 
alone would not lead them to hike), the Fed has essentially 
formalised a dovish path over this cycle, with rates now 
expected to remain at current low levels for a considerable 
period, even if inflation starts to show signs of rising 
as growth picks up. This development, together with an 
expected increase in duration supply this year, saw the US 
yield curve steepen, with US 10 year yields rising 0.18% to 
0.70% in August.
 
With low economic visibility, investors continued to seek 
certainty in the technology shares, attracted by their 
strong reported earnings growth and obvious benefit from 
accelerated online commerce. In addition, the dovish 
monetary policy stance and heightened socio-political 
tensions encouraged ongoing flows into gold bullion and 
other precious metals including platinum, palladium and 
silver. The US dollar, which had weakened sharply in the 
recent past, found some stability despite the dovish US 
Federal Reserve. 

In SA the Covid infection rate declined markedly and brought 
further easing of lockdown restrictions. ANC politics remained 
under scrutiny following numerous allegations of corruption. 
Following an Eskom leadership briefing, it became clear that 
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load-shedding and higher electricity tariffs would likely be a 
fact of life for some time to come. As a result of these factors 
and the dismal state of the SA fiscus, tensions within the 
SA investor community remained elevated, suppressing 
appetite for risk assets.

Global equity markets took their cue from reduced lockdown 
policies in developed markets, and the dovish Fed. The 
S&P500 rose 7% in the month, with tech shares again at the 
head of the rally. SA equities ended the month broadly 
unchanged, with the JSE ALSI down 0.26%. The Resources 
Index was down 1.72%, while the Industrials index returned 
-0.79%. The Financials index lost -6.74% as weak bank 
earnings updates weighed on short term sentiment. 

SA bond yields essentially drifted sideways in the month, with 
investors awaiting direction on fiscal policy (particularly 
whether the government will be able to implement their 
planned spending cuts), as well signs on the pace of the 
economic recovery after the recent sharp contraction in 
growth. The shift to Level 2 restrictions should hopefully 
provide some relief, but the re-emergence of load-shedding 
presents an unwelcome and significant downside risk to the 
recovery. Investors are also eagerly awaiting any signs of 
movement on growth reforms (including the much-touted 
infrastructure plan as a possible lever for growth). An 
important and critical near-term signpost will be the Medium 
Term Budget Policy Statement in October – both for details 
on promised fiscal consolidation as well as any traction on 
growth reform proposals. Investor sentiment has shifted 
over recent years from giving the government the benefit of 
the doubt, to being sceptical about their ability to implement 
(both on fiscal consolidation and a credible growth plan). This 
scepticism is very evident in both the level and shape of the 
bond yield curve. Only visible, concrete actions would dispel 
some of these fears, and decisive leadership is required to 
break the current policy inertia. The ALBI returned 0.9% for 
the month, with longer dated yields trading largely flat, and 
some bull steepening in the short end of the curve.

TANTALUM FUND PERFORMANCE  

The Tantalum funds benefited from holdings in The Foschini Group, Rhodium ETF, Massmart, Northam and MPact. Detractors 
from performance were Anglogold, Liberty, Naspers and British American Tobacco. On the international side Deutsche Post, 
Hastings and Siemens added to performance.

Overall equity sectoral positioning remained fairly steady during the month. Risks in SA Inc shares are high, but seem to us to 
be fairly fully discounted in low share prices. Nevertheless, we are mindful of getting too far ahead of fundamentals in our 
exposure, and we have stayed patient in allocating new capital to old ideas. We are pleased with the operational progress and 
strong reported earnings in our mining shares, and have largely held our positions there, inspite of their strong performance 
YTD. Our derivative overlays in our balanced and absolute funds remain in place, and we retain healthy liquidity in the event of 
further weakness. 

On the fixed income side, we recognise the attraction of higher yields on offer across the government bond curve, but also the 
risk premium that is warranted for investment in longer dated bonds at the current fiscal juncture. We reflect this in our asset 
allocation by being slightly, but not materially overweight bonds as an asset class, until we have greater confidence that SA’s 
fiscal and economic outlook are on a strengthening path. 

As always, we appreciate the strong support of our clients through volatile and challenging markets, and your encouragement 
to us to stick with our tried and tested investment process.

FUND  AUG ‘20 RETURN ROLLING 12MTH RETURN
Tantalum BCI Strategic Income Fund

Tantalum IDS MNC Retail Hedge Fund

Tantalum Absolute Return Fund

Tantalum Balanced Fund (Local Only)

Tantalum BCI Balanced Fund (incl. Offshore)

Tantalum Equity Fund
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All performance numbers are estimates until final approval by administrator

PPS Stable Growth Fund 0.9% 5.7%


